“. . . some of the top wines from California. These are rich, powerful wines
that have a terrific sense of energy and elegance.”
—JEB DUNNUCK ON THE 2016 VINTAGE OF PISONI

Pisoni Estate Pinot Noir

Pisoni Estate Chardonnay

“ Another sensational wine from this Grand Cru terroir in
the Santa Lucia Highlands … Classic crème de cassis, sous
bois, violets, and rock, earthy minerality flow to a medium
to full-bodied, beautifully balanced, seamless Pinot Noir that,
like the Chardonnay, is tight and reserved.””

“One of the most impressive Chardonnays coming out
of California. Offering a Montrachet-like perfume
of stone fruits, white flowers, toasted oak, and obvious
crushed rock-like minerality.”
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Soberanes Vineyard

Garys’ Vineyard

“Expansive aromas and flavors of black
cherries, red currants … Beautifully
concentrated effort has a touch of Côte
de Nuits-like character and will drink
beautifully for 7-8 years.”

“Focused, elegant, medium to full-bodied
style as well as terrific notes of violets,
blueberries, spice, and earth … purity,
elegance, and length … One of the
finest examples I’ve tasted of this cuvee.”

“A silky, seamless effort … black
raspberry and cherry fruits intermixed
with crushed flowers and exotic spices …
Has the fruit of the appellation yet has
elegance and finesse as well.”

“Textured, impeccably balanced
Chardonnay … Shows the classic,
elegant style of the vintage as well
as the fruit-forward character of the
Santa Lucia Highlands . . .”
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Soberanes Vineyard

“Medium-bodied, elegant and silky, with
plenty of cassis fruits, bouquet garni, pepper,
and floral notes, this beauty hits the palate
with fine tannin, nicely integrated acidity,
and terrific purity of fruit.”

Susan’s Hill

“A “wow” in my notes … a rich,
medium to full-bodied layered
style that just begs to be drunk
… It bears more than a passing
resemblance to a great Côte Rôtie.”

“Cornas-like notes of black olives,
peppered meats, and assorted dark
fruits emerge … Another powerful,
textured, medium to full-bodied wine
from this terrific team.”

“Intense and flamboyant … boasts
awesome notes of white citrus and
pineapple, with subtle brioche and
marzipan … concentrated, yet
incredibly elegant.”
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